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Challenge:
» Digitization and optimal automation of
invoice processing
Solution:
» Introduction of an integrated solution for incoming
invoices for SAP with subsequent outsourcing of
data entry and validation to the RedPaperCenter
Benefits:
» Fast processes due to electronic approval workflows
» Real-time traceability of the processing status
» Saving of manual data entry effort
» Fast invoice entry and verification
» Increase of transparency in the invoice verification
process
» Support in the formal verification of invoices/credit notes
with regard to Article 14 of the German Value Added Tax
Act
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these tasks during sick leave or vacation time and can thus concentrate on
their core competencies. In addition,
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Patrick Kreuzer concludes:
“The RedPaperCenter of AFI Solutions
currently processes around 200 invoices for our German location on a daily basis. Based on the excellent data

¹Axxcon-Study: „Unternehmens-IT - immer mehr Auslagerung oder alles retour?“, 2018ps://www.pr
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ment types. Routine tasks are replaced by automated and
paperless processes.
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